
A satoriCircle is commonly known as a mandala. In Sanskrit, the mandala represents a
connection to life energy or “source.” Simply translated, mandala means “circle.”

Satori is a Japanese Buddhist term, translated to mean “enlightenment” or “awakening.” It
refers to the experience of seeing into one’s true nature and the deep understanding that
comes along with such an experience. And so, satoriCircle is the manifestation of our own
true nature at a given moment in the form of a mandala, or circle.

By their very nature, satoriCircles are inherently and endlessly unique. Like snowflakes or
fingerprints, no two identical satoriCircles have ever existed, nor will they. satoriCircles
are an intimate reflection of our true Self, but the same person can never create the
same satoriCircle twice—even if we tried, it would be impossible.

On a practical level, satoriCircles are tools for meditation, aids to reduce stress, and
vehicles to enhance creativity and creative confidence. On a spiritual level, they connect
us to the most sacred, yet often neglected, of spaces: our innermost, true Self. But just as
you don’t need to be a physicist to be constrained by gravity, you need not be spiritual to
benefit from the practice of creating a satoriCircle.

reduce stress and anxiety
cultivate creativity

build creative confidence
become aware of the present moment

develop capacity for compassion

develop resilience
heighten ability to focus
find joy in the act of creating
strengthen relationships through co-creation
practice detachment and acceptance

BENEFITS

What are satoriCircles?
satoriCircles are freehand compositions, created by a progression of individual
strokes around a set of concentric circles that have been divided into segments.



satoriCircles is an Integrative Health Service presented by
Viktoria Seavey, Integrative Health Practitioner at the

BMC Cancer & Infusion Center, 165 Tor Court, Pittsfield. 

A Practical Tool for 
Mindfulness, Meditation, and Self-Expression

For more information, please contact
Viktoria at (413) 717-1058 or at

hello@viktoriaseavey.com.

»» Classes are currently held online! ««
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